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ARM

4BAR ARM High class series
- It is used in the windows of aluminum, PVC project pull down, Push out.
- The rust is prevented by using the stainless quality of material of best
quality and the deformation of products is minimized.
(The state of initial use is kept for a long time)
Model

Length(m/m)

Angle

Application (m/m)

Quality of material

DH-501

277

30˚

31×14±

SUS-304 Series

DH-701

348

30˚

31×14±

SUS-304 Series

DH-901

500

25˚

31×14±

SUS-304 Series

*The application to all windows of P/J, P/D by using various PVC saucers is possible

ARM For heavy haul
- It is used in the windows of aluminum, PVC project pull down, Push out.
- The rust is prevented by using the stainless quality of material of best
quality and the deformation of products is minimized.
(The state of initial use is kept for a long time)

ARM For Casement

Model

Length (m/m)

Angle

Application (m/m)

Quality of material

NSL-723

723

31˚

32×14±

SUS-304 Series

K-378

378

38˚

38×14±

Rolled material of SUS-304 Series

- It is used in the windows of aluminum, PVC project pull down, Push out.
- The rust is prevented by using the stainless quality of material of best
quality and the deformation of products is minimized.
(the state of initial use is kept for a long time)
- hinge and supporting rock are not necessary.

Model

Length (m/m)

Angle

Application (m/m)

Quality of material

CA-270

270

90˚

31×15±1

SUS-304 Series

K-283CM

283

80˚

38×19±1

Rolled material of SUS-304 Series
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ARM Auxiliary spar
- Exclusive to pull down
- The application variously according to the windows form and size

Model

Form

Classification

Application (m/m)

DP-2

V type

Small (150m/m)

14±1

DP-3

V type

Middle (250m/m)

14±1

- Exclusive to pull down
- The application variously according to the windows form and size

Model

Form

Length

Application (m/m)

NSP-1

1 letter type

213 × 178

Rail 18 × 14±1

NSP-2

1 letter type

269 × 270

Rail 18 × 14±1

NLP-5

1 letter type

201 × 183

Rail 22 × 22

NLP-8

1 letter type

290 × 340

Rail 22 × 22

ARM for Emergency escape (Separation)

* The best products in the emission of smoke and the emergency escape as the windows are completely open and closed
using the separation function at time of fire, the emergent situation.

The method of use
It is separated from the braket as the pin fixed in the
dark segment if the red color plastic component is
pulled to the direction of arrow.
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ARM General type

AN-2 (300m/m) / A-1 (200m/m)
- It is used in the windows of pull down, push out.

ARM Popular type

ARM Plate

Model

Length(m/m)

quality of material

DH-204B

204

SUS-430 Series

DH-206B

206

SUS-304 Series

DH-303B

303

SUS-430 Series

DH307B

307

SUS-304 Series

P20022 / P52215 / P63516
- It may be constructed more conveniently and solidly with the use of
various plates

Bearing guide
- The deflection of casement windows is lessen or the clearance of top and
bottom, left and right of windows are held.
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